HOMESCHOOL DAY
Wednesday May 11th
10:00am - 3:00pm

Curiosity opens up a world of possibilities – it’s what pushes us to keep learning, keep moving forward, and keep trying. Spend the day around the exhibits and trails looking beneath the surface to discover mysterious unknowns. Why do skunks spray? What are snake’s scales made of? We invite all students to delve into the natural world and awaken curiosity for all things untamed.

Members are free. Admission cost is $6 per student, 1 free teacher per family, all other adults $8. Please RSVP by (518) 359-7800 x112 or email jlieb@wildcenter.org

PROGRAMS & ACTIVITIES

10 – 3  
All Ages Nature Journaling---------------------------------------------The Forest and the Trees Exhibit
Stop by the art studio to build your own journal, or bring your own, then learn a couple drawing and watercolor techniques to help you become a keen observer.

10 – 3  
All Ages Kickstart Your Curiosity--------------------------------------Naturalist Cabinet
Have you ever wondered what a naturalist cabinet is? It’s a collection of curiosities, it can include anything that sparks your interest, like a drawing, a lost feather, a papery strip of bark. Check out some of the artifacts housed here and share what makes you curious.

11 – 2  
All Ages Walk on the Wild Side------------------------------------------Wild Walk
A beetle, an eagle or a spider...Which do you choose? Start on the forest floor and walk to the sky while exploring the world from different perspectives on our newest exhibit space, Wild Walk.

10:30am -11:00am All Ages Live Animal Encounter-------------------------Theater

11:30am -12:00pm Pre-K-4th grade Owl Moon------------------------------Planet Adirondack
Meet a live owl and experience Science on a Sphere in this interactive program using the moon as your backdrop.

1:00pm – 1:30pm 5th grade and up What in the World?--------------------Planet Adirondack
Join a naturalist on a fascinating journey around the world and through the far reaches of space.

1:30pm – 2:00pm All Ages Otter Enrichment-------------------------------Otter Falls
Observe how river otters live at the museum and in the Adirondacks.

PINES PLAY AREA
Crawl, hop, or slither through this unique playground and build using all nature has to offer.